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(15) Dir Nick CassavetesUS 2006.
Nick Cassavetes—son of genius John
Cassavetes—is solid proof that talent is a
recessive trait. But with Alpha Dog, legacy
was the least of his problems. Having obtained
insider materials from a prosecutor building a
case against 25-year-old fugitive Jesse James
Hollywood, Cassavetes was blindsided when
the accused was arrested in March 2005. The
movie was reworked in time for a Sundance
premiere last January, and in October the
prosecutor got booted by a lower court for
jeopardising Hollywood’s right to a fair trial. 

If the resulting patchwork plays like a
sexed-up Boy Meets Worldepisode tricked out
with a gangsta backbeat, it does at least
prompt speculation on whether it could have
turned out any other way. Pace the elder
Cassavetes, Alpha Dogevokes the work of

another indie fixture, Larry Clark. As told,
‘Johnny Truelove’ (Emile Hirsch) orders the
kidnapping and eventual murder of 15-year-
old Zack (Anton Yelchin), the brother of a drug
dealer (Ben Foster) who owes Truelove
money. In the interim, Zack plays best bud to
Truelove’s most lovable/feckless henchman
(Justin Timberlake), who enables socialisation
with at least three-dozen witnesses, labelled
with numbers in title cards. 

Restrained by apparent fidelity to the
material – ‘parents’, played by the likes of
Bruce Willis and Sharon Stone, contribute
fake-doc interviews – Alpha Dogcompensates
for the dearth of immediacy by overabuse of
split screen. As Truelove, Hirsch exudes all the
primal terror of Dennis the Menace; indeed,
jurors who see the film might let Hollywood off
with a juvie sentence. 
Ben Keningsberg
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(G) Dir Brian Robbins US 2007.
Eddie Murphy is dweeby orphan Norbit,
raised by Mr Wong (also Murphy). His
loneliness throws him into the ample arms of
bossy-boots Rasputia (a fat-suited Murphy),
but when childhood sweetheart Kate
(Thandie Newton) returns to town, Norbit
realises his marriage is a sham and attempts
to wriggle out of Rasputia's firm grasp.
Meanwhile, Kate is being hustled by her
fiancé Deion (Cuba Gooding Jr), who's after
her cash. 

The nominal plot and characterisation
are sidelined for a string of 'comic' set-pieces
almost exclusively at the expense of
Rasputia's size. Labelled a monster simply
because she is fat (her controlling nature
seems like an afterthought), we're asked to
laugh at Rasputia's difficulty squeezing into
small spaces while reeling in horror at her
criticism of rival Kate's tiny frame. Even if
you go back decades, body fascism has
rarely been so brazen, or so unfunny.
Horrifying.
Anna Smith

Norbit Alpha Dog
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(12A) Dir Todd Field US 2007.
There’s a term called ‘spinach films’, which
refers to films you watch because you think
they’ll be good for you. This is a prime
example, and like spinach, it boils down 
to very little and leaves a bad taste. 

Sarah (Kate Winslet) is a bored mother
who meets stay-at-home father Brad
(Patrick Wilson) while taking their children
to the playground and they begin an affair.
Convicted child molester Ronnie McGorvey
(Jackie Earle Haley) has recently moved into
the neighbourhood leading disgraced ex-
cop Larry (Noah Emmerich) to mount a
campaign against him. There’s a narrator
telling us what people are thinking and 
a satellite cast of characters reinforcing
preconceptions, especially of a cinematic
nature. Of course we have to see Winslet’s
husband looking at unseemly internet sites
so we don’t lose sympathy with her when
she has an affair and there’s a shoehorned

Madame Bovary allusion to further sanction
her infidelity. The paedophile Ronnie
McGorvey (Jackie Earle Haley) looks like the
stereotypical child molester to the point that
they may as well have given him a dirty
raincoat and a bag of sweets. 

Some critics will revel in the ‘examined
themes’ as if it’s a university textbook, but
this is nothing like fun to watch. Yes, it’s
well acted, with Earle Haley notably good,
but while American Beauty and The Ice
Storm picked at the threads of suburban
frustration, infidelity and the mid-life crisis
they did so with some style, wit and
elegance – this is just cold, bleak and
depressing. And not depressing material
that’s pleasurable to consume, like listening
to a Joy Division album or watching Platoon,
it just sucks the enjoyment out of cinema 
for close to two and a half hours. If you like
spinach it might be for you, but for many 
it will just make you long for popcorn. 
Matt Pomroy

Little Children
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(15) Dir Bart FreundlichUS 2005.

Sarky then soppy, this initially barbed take
on life, love ’n’ sex in the city offers some
sharp observations, engaging performances
and clever lines before collapsing towards a
cringeworthily effusive climax that would
make Richard Curtis blush. It’s a pity,
because few romcoms pull off the basically
sympathetic mining of personal vanities
and social embarrassment that the film
manages in its opening hour.

As Julianne Moore’s younger, less well-
known husband, it’s hard not to imagine
writer-director Bart Freundlich projecting
something of himself onto the character 
of Tom (David Duchovny), stay-at-home
hubby of successful, somewhat serious
actor Rebecca (Moore). If so, it’s not the most
flattering self-portrait: Tom’s self-absorbed
and insecure – but quite the catch in
comparison to Rebecca’s younger brother
Tobey (Billy Crudup), an arrested
adolescent of a journalist who starts nesting
in his car to avoid losing a parking spot, to
the understandable consternation of his
more mature girlfriend Elaine (Maggie
Gyllenhaal). The fact that Tobey is best
mates with Tom and Rebecca with Elaine
keeps things nice and socially incestuous
even when the s*** starts to fly.

The feckless men make the stronger
impression, but the women aren’t merely
long-suffering: asked pantingly by Tom to
describe the action of an adult flick, Rebecca
delivers a deadpan critique of its production

values. Freundlich also establishes a steady
stream of enjoyable Manhattanite rancour,
including creepy cameos by Ellen Burstyn
and Gary Shandling, and a dinner party
from hell. The smug glibness that
characterises many of the exchanges even
seems to be undercut by some serious
fallout, making the film’s slide into a
resolutely generic and cloyingly protracted
closing set-piece, in which characters
compete to make the most sickly public
declaration of love, all the more depressing.
Ben Walters

Trust The Man


